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This invention relates to fire extinguish 
ing apparatus, and more particularly to 
sprinkler heads of an improved form which 
may be used with the floor distributing pipes 

5 of a fire extinguishing system, such as that 
disclosed in my co-pending application Seri 
al No. 358,698, filed April 27, 1929. 
An object of this invention is to provide a 

novel form of sprinkler head. 
Another object of this invention is to pro 

vide a form of sprinkler head in which the extinguishing agent distributing means is 
housed within a casing. 
A further object of this invention is to pro 

0. 

15 vide a form of sprinkler head in which the 
extinguishing agent distributing means is 
housed within a casing having movable 
means normally closing the casing and adapt 
ed to be moved by the flow of extinguishing 

20 agent. 
The invention may be further briefly sum 

marized as consisting in certain novel combi 
nations and arrangements of parts herein 
after described and particularly set out in 

25 the appended claims. 
In the accompanying sheet of drawings, 
Fig. 1 is a top plan view of a sprinkler 

head embodying my invention; 
Fig. 2 is a sectional elevation taken on line 

30 2-2 of Fig. 1; and 
Fig. 3 is a sectional elevation of another 

form of sprinkler head embodying my in 
vention. , s 
In the drawings illustrating my invention 

I have shown a sprinkler head 10 supported 
by the floor of a structure such as an air 
craft hangar for discharging fire extinguish 
ing agent in a substantially upward direc 
tion. The sprinkler head is constructed in 
the form of a casing 12, which is partially 
embedded in the material of the floor 12' so 
as to be in an out-of-the-way position and to 
bring the top surface of the casing substan 
tially flush with the surface of the floor. 
This casing may be constructed in any suit 
able form but, as illustrated in the drawings, 
I prefer to make this casing of substantially 
cone-shape and arrange the same with its 
axis normal to the surface of the floor and with its apex extending downwardly into the 
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material of the floor. A boss 13 is formed 
at the apex of the casing and is provided 
with a threaded opening in which a pipe 14 is connected for supplying extinguishing 
fluid to the casing from a suitable source. 
A portion of the boss is extended upwardly 
into the casing to form the nozzle-shaped ori 
fice 15 for directing a stream of extinguish 
ing agent in a substantially upward direc 
tion with the casing. 

It is desirable that the stream of extin 
guishing agent discharged from the nozzle 15 
be directed in a general upwardly direction 
but at the same time, it is also desirable that 
some of the fluid be distributed laterally as 
well as upwardly. Therefore, in order to 
give the stream of extinguishing agent the 
desired shape, I provide a deflecting or dif 
fusing member 16 in the casing. This mem 
ber is constructed in the form of a dished 
plate having a serrated edge, and is sup 
ported upon, and suitably attached to, a ta 
pered boss 17 located at a desired distance 
from the nozzle 15. This boss is supported 
within the casing by means of the arms 18 
which are arranged to form a spider. These 
arms may be given a stream line cross-sec 
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tional shape to reduce the resistance to the 
flow of extinguishing fluid and, if desired, 
may be cast integral with the casing. To re 
duce the resistance to the flow of fluid the 
tapered boss 17 is arranged with its apex ex 
tending downwardly into the path of the 
stream discharged from the nozzle 15. The 
stream impinges against the deflecting mem 
ber 16 and is given a suitable shape, such as 
that indicated by the dash lines shown in 
Fig. i. If desired holes 19 of any suitable 
shape may be provided through the deflect 
ing member so that some of the extinguishing 
fluid may be directed substantially vertically 
upwardly above the element by passing 
through these holes. 
In order that the top of the casing may 

present a smooth surface over which bodies 
moving along the floor may pass, I provide 
a cover 20 which normally closes the casing. 
In addition, the cover protects the distribut 
ing means from damage and also prevents 
dirt and other foreign matter from dropping 
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2 
into the casing. This cover may be given a 
slightly rounded shape, as shown in the 
drawings, to provide additional strength for 
supporting heavy loads.to which it may be 

5 subjected. A hinge joint 21, connects the 
cover to the casing and permits it to be 
swung by the flow of the extinguishing fluid 
from the closed position, illustrated in full 
lines, to the open position indicated in dotted 

10 lines. To reinforce the cover and to insure 
prompt opening by the flow of extinguish 
ing agent, ribs 22 may be formed upon the 
under surface of the cover. As illustrated 
in Fig. 2, these ribs are arranged to provide 

15 additional surface against which the extin 
guishing fluid may impinge to cause the cover to be quickly swung to the open position. 
In operation of the device an extinguish 

ing agent is supplied to the nozzle 15 by the 
20 pipe 14 and is directed substantially up 

wardly by the nozzle against the deflecting 
member 16 which gives the stream a suit 
able shape for efficient distribution of the 
fluid. The flow of extinguishing agent 

25 causes the cover to be swung to the open po 
sition so that the stream of extinguishing 
agent may be directed upwardly and lateral ly from the casing. 
In Fig. 3 of the drawings, I have shown 

30 another form of sprinkler head, constructed 
in the form of a casing 25 partially embedded. 
in the material of the floor 26. Aboss 27 is 
formed at the lower end of the casing and is 
provided with a threaded opening there 

35 through which communicates with the in 
terior of the casing. A pipe 28 is connected 
to the lower part of the threaded opening for supplying extinguishing fluid to the casing. 
A distributing member 29 is removably 

40 mounted in the casing in the upper end of 
the threaded opening of the boss. This dis 
tributing member is constructed as a sepa 
rate element and may be provided with a 
dished and serrated deflecting plate 30 which 

45 is supported by, and suitably connected to, 
a tapered boss 31. A pair of curved arms 32 
connect the boss 31 with a supporting base 
33 which is screwed into the threaded open 
ing of the boss. A suitably shaped nozzle 

50 like orifice 34 is formed through the upper 
wall of the supporting base 33 for directing 
a stream of extinguishing fluid upwardly 
against the deflecting plate. The casing is 
normally closed by a hinged cover 35, which 

5 is adapted to be swung to an open position 
by the flow of extinguishing fluid. It will 
be noted that the distributing member, in 
this arrangement, is made separate from the 
casing in which it is housed so that this mem 

60 bermay be removed and replaced, if desired, 
without the necessity of disturbing the cas 
ing which may be securely and permanently 
mounted in the material of the floor. If de 
sired, provision may be made for directing 

65 some of the extinguishing agent substantial 

path of the stream, the latter is broken up 

the opening thereof by said stream of ex 
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ly directly upwardly above the distributing 
member by forming holes 36, of any suitable shape, through this member. 

It will now be readily seen that I have 
provided a simple and efficient form of 
sprinkler head in which the distributing 
means is housed and protected within a cas 
ing. A sprinkler head of this form may be 
mounted in a floor of an air craft hangar, 
or the like, and when thus installed, the cov 
er of the casing presents a surface substan 
tially flush with the surface of the floor and 
protects the distributing means from dam 
age and from the intrusion of dirt and other foreign matter. 

It will also be seen that with the fluid de 
flecting means of my device supported and 
held in the casing, in spaced relation to the 
unobstructed discharge opening and in the 
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85 into gobs, or relatively large drops which 
have definite directional movement. The 
substantially conically tapered part of the 
deflecting means causes a gradual divergence 
of the fluid of the stream, as indicated in the 
drawings, and the serrated or fluted part 
produces a dispersion of the fluid, or, in oth 
er words, breaks up the stream into gobs or relatively large drops. The deflecting 
means thus cooperates with the unobstructed discharge opening, producing a dispersion 
of fluid in large drops having definite direc 
tional movement. These large drops into 
which the stream is broken have appreciable 
mass and will travel for considerable dis 
tance without deviation from a definite di 
rection and therefore are effective as a fire 
fighting means, as distinguished from the 
spray or mist, produced by a lawn sprin 
kling device, which has-no directional value 
and is ineffective as a fire-fighting means. 
While I have shown and described the de 

vice of my invention in detailed manner, it 
should be understood, however, that I do 
not intend to limit myself to the precise de 
tails and arrangements shown and described, 
but regard my invention as including such 
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changes and modifications as do not involve 
a departure from the spirit of the invention 
and the scope of the appended claims. 
Having thus described my invention, what I claim is: 
1. A sprinkler head comprising a casing 

partially embedded in a floor, extinguishing 
agent distributing means in said casing, and 
a movable cover normally closing said casing 
and adapted to be moved by the stream of 
extinguishing agent, said cover having 
means on its under surface for facilitating 

s 

20 

25 tinguishing agent. 
2. A sprinkler head comprising a casing 

partially embedded in a floor and having 
an unobstructed discharge opening, extin 
guishing agent deflecting means supported 130 
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in said casing in spaced relation to said open 
ing and in alignment with the axis thereof 
and a hinged cover normally closing said 
casing and adapted to be swung to open po 
sition by the stream of extinguishing agent. 

3. A sprinkler head comprising a casing, 
an extinguishing agent deflecting member in 
said casing, unobstructed means for dis charging extinguishing agent against said 

10 member, means for supporting and retain 
ing said deflecting member within said cas 
ing and holding the same in spaced relation 
to said discharging means and in alignment 
with the axis thereof, and means normally 

15 closing said casing and adapted to be moved 
by the stream of extinguishing agent. 
4A sprinkler head comprising a casing 

fluid distributing means disposed in said 
casing, and a cover normally closing said 

20 casing and adapted to be moyed to an out of-the-way position by the impact of the 
fluid thereagainst. 

In testimony whereof, I hereunto affix my 
signature. - - 

25 JOHN RHAMILTON. 
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